
Wojtek the Soldier Bear



A Terrible Secret Revealed
• In April 1943 German radio 

announces the discovery of 
burial pit in Katyn Forest

• Germans blame Russians; Stalin 
denies Soviet responsibility

• Sikorski’s govt calls for 
investigation by Int’l Red Cross

• Stalin breaks off diplomatic 
relations with “London Poles”; 
intensifies efforts to create a pro-
communist Polish govt

• Churchill & FDR fail to support 
Poles 
Reason: Poles were “useful” ally, 
but Soviets were “essential” ally.



4. The Polish Home Army
• Small Polish resistance groups 

merge into “Home Army” in 
Feb 1942; loyal to govt-in-exile

• Organized as part of regular 
army; basic unit = platoon

• Largest underground 
organization in Europe, but 
severe shortage of weapons 
and heavy equipment

• Mission: self-liberation; Home 
Army begins “rolling” uprisings 
as Red Army draws near

• Soviets suppress Home Army; 
create pro-communist 
provisional government 
(“Lublin Poles”)



The Warsaw Uprising 

• London Poles order Warsaw 
uprising to assert 
sovereignty

• Home Army: ~ 20-50,000 
fighters in Warsaw; most are 
teenagers

• Soviet radio encourages 
uprising

• Uprising begins on short 
notice at 5 p.m. on August 1, 
1944, seizes major parts of 
Warsaw



The Warsaw Uprising, cont.  
• Brutal anti-partisan units 

brought in; atrocities include 
wholesale killing of civilians

• Red Army delayed; Stalin 
blocks outside aid

• Insurgents surrender after 64 
days, ~ 200,000 civilian dead; 
20,000 Home Army POWs           

• Defeat of Warsaw uprising a 
key factor in ensuring 
supremacy of Lublin Poles

• Hitler orders Warsaw razed Warsaw in January 1945



5. Polish Forces in the East
• Apr 43: Stalin begins 

raising a pro-Soviet Polish 
infantry division

• Col. Zygmunt Berling 
commands

• Expands into 1st Polish 
Army (5 divs); 2d Polish 
Army added in Fall 1944

• Political indoctrination, 
significant Red Army 
presence at all levels



Polish Forces in the East, cont.
• Sept 1944: 1st PA tries to 

aid Warsaw Uprising
• Morale crisis, Sep-Dec 1944
• Jan 1945: 1st PA “liberates” 

Warsaw 
• Apr-May 1945: 1st PA 

participates in Battle of 
Berlin

• Total Polish strength in East 
~180,000



3. Aftermath
• “Big Three” redraw Polish borders;

Churchill & FDR concede Soviet 
hegemony

• Polish Forces in the East become 
national forces of Poland

• Polish Forces in the West (PFW) 
transported to Scotland & fully 
demobilized in 1946 

• Polish govt-in-exile remains in 
existence until 1991 (US & UK 
withdraw recognition in Jul 1945)

• Communist govt hostile to those 
who served in PFW & Home Army 



A New Dawn
• 1989: Berlin Wall falls
• 1990: Government-in-

exile disbands
• 1991: First completely 

free postwar elections 
in Poland

• Poland embraces 
heroes from Home 
Army & Polish Forces 
in the West 

• 1999: Poland joins 
NATO



And a Time of Reckoning
• 1990: Gorbachev acknowledges Soviet 

responsibility for Katyn Forest murders; 
some records released, investigative 
commission established

• 2004: Putin halts all investigations into 
Katyn and seals all records



4. Summing Up
• Poland is the only nation to fight 

Nazi Germany from the first day 
of the war until the very last.

• Poles fought the Germans on 
more fronts than any other 
Allied nation.

• At the end of the war, Polish 
military forces ranked 4th in total 
size among all the nations 
fighting Germany.

Monument at National Memorial Arboretum, 
Staffordshire, England



In closing . . .
“We cannot forget the experience of 
war and occupation.  We cannot 
forget the Polish men and women, 
the victims, who paid with their lives.  
We cannot forget the heroism of the 
Polish soldier who fought on all the 
world’s fronts ‘For our freedom and 
yours.’  We remember with respect 
and gratitude all those who gave us 
their assistance.  And we think with 
bitterness of all those occasions 
when we were let down.”

Pope John Paul II 
Warsaw, June 2, 1979



Poland’s Contributions to 
Allied Victory in World War 2



Interested in learning more?  Here 
are some films you might enjoy…
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